So Much To Experience In The 2018 Mazda3
“Bringing people joy” is one of the main tenants the Mazda Motor Corporation upholds when
it engineers its vehicles, and that ideal is embodied in the 2018 Mazda3.
HURLOCK, Md. (PRWEB) November 12, 2018 -- “Bringing people joy” is one of the main tenants the Mazda
Motor Corporation upholds when it engineers its vehicles and that ideal is embodied in the 2018 Mazda3. The
2018 Mazda3 is a sleek compact sedan that makes sure its driver has fun every second behind the wheel and
does not mind how long the road ahead might be. The miles will fly by behind the steering wheel of the 2018
Mazda3, regardless if the driver is just making the everyday commute to work or taking a long road trip to see
out-of-town relatives. The 2018 Mazda3 is a combination of power, comfort, and technology all woven together
in one stunning package that clearly reflects Mazda’s commitment to delivering the ultimate driving machines
which customers will absolutely fall in love with.
The 2018 Mazda3 has won a variety of different awards from trusted automotive and other sources, such as the
“10 Coolest New Cars Under 20K” award from Kelley Blue Book, the “Editors Choice Awards: Sedans (2018
Model)” award from Car and Driver, the “Best Standard Compact (2018 Model)” award from Good
Housekeeping and more. It is no wonder why because the 2018 Mazda3 is masterfully designed to assist its
driver in getting to any destination. That includes getting there safely since the 2018 Mazda3 received
impeccable crash-test ratings after an extensive barrage of tests. Depending on their preferences, drivers can
choose either the 2018 Mazda3 Sport, 2018 Mazda Touring and the 2018 Mazda3 Grand Touring.
2018 Mazda3 Sport
There is so much to enjoy about driving a 2018 Mazda3 Sport and learning about what it can do. A great
example is how the different technological systems in this sedan work to enhance how it operates out on the
road. The rearview camera provides a clear picture of whatever objects are behind the 2018 Mazda3 Sport,
letting the driver back out of a driveway or out of a parking space with complete confidence. When needed, the
Smart City Brake Support feature kicks in and automatically engages the brakes in emergency situations under
19 MPH. That means this feature, along with many others, delivers a well-deserved sense of security to anyone
driving a 2018 Mazda3 Sport and assists them in taking in their journey worry-free.
2018 Mazda3 Touring
Among the checklist that drivers have for their new vehicles, comfort typically is near the top of what they are
searching for. The 2018 Mazda3 Touring recognizes that importance and ensures everyone inside it can
luxuriate and still be excited about the ride. That is why it has elegantly-crafted leatherette-trimmed sport seats,
a leather-wrapped steering wheel, a leather-wrapped gear shift knob and more that create a soothing atmosphere
that does not lose any of the fun that comes from traveling in a 2018 Mazda3 Touring. That feeling of quiet
exhilaration is also found in the exterior of the 2018 Mazda3 Touring, as everyone else on the road can take in
its streamlined and defined body, bright beltline trim and body-colored rear decklid spoiler.
2018 Mazda3 Grand Touring
One of the key ways Mazda brings people joy is the level of performance found in its vehicles. The 2018
Mazda3 Grand Touring embodies that perfectly, with its impressive engine and transmission that feature
SKYACTIV® technology, which enhances the already-incredible power of this sedan. Rough road conditions
or harsh weather will not be a problem for the 2018 Mazda3 Grand Touring, thanks to mighty features like the
Dynamic Stability Control and Traction Control System that always keeps the 2018 Mazda3 Grand Touring
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stable during the trip. Mazda’s commitment to performance is also found in the convenient ways the 2018
Mazda3 Grand Touring lets its driver customize their unique traveling experience. From streaming music and
sending out text messages hands-free to giving vocal commands about navigation and receiving information
instantaneously, the 2018 Mazda3 Grand Touring eliminates the stress of going to a new destination and keeps
the thrill of exploring somewhere new.
“No matter how you look at it, the 2018 Mazda3 is an outstanding sedan in a ton of different ways," David
Wilson Jr., vice president of Preston Mazda, said. "I’m so proud to carry this in our inventory and know that
our customers will like everything about it as much as we do.”
The staff at Preston Mazda believe the 2018 Madza3 is the best sedan for any customer. From navigating into a
cramped parking space in front of the office to heading out in the country for a weekend getaway, it gives its
occupants a sense of confidence that they can take on the unknown head-on and have a great time along the
way. Preston Mazda also will be glad to answer any questions about the 2018 Mazda3, demonstrate its various
features and point out the many ways it so effortlessly captures the Mazda spirit.
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Contact Information
Brent Durham
Preston Automotive Group
+1 410-673-8278
Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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